Remembering, familiarity, and source monitoring.
Two experiments investigated recollective experience in a source monitoring task. Subjects saw an array of objects and performed, watched, or imagined actions involving pairs of objects. In a subsequent recognition test, subjects indicated whether their recognition judgements were made on the basis of conscious recollective experience ("remember" responses), or on some other basis such as familiarity ("know" responses). The proportions of correct "remember" responses for both objects and actions decreased from performed, through watched, to imagined actions, whereas the proportions of correct "know" responses were uninfluenced by the source of the memories. In addition, the relationship between recollective experience and accuracy of source judgement varied across sources. Source accuracy for performed actions was obtained only in "remember" responses, whereas source accuracy for performed actions was obtained only in "remember" responses, whereas source accuracy for imagined actions was obtained only in "know" responses. Source accuracy for watched actions was obtained in both "remember" and "know" responses. The findings suggest that the types of memory attributes available at retrieval determine the quality of subsequent memory experience, and it is proposed that memories with strongly self-referential attributes (arising from performed actions) powerfully cue recollective experience during retrieval.